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J. BOURGAIN
ABSTRACT. Given an arbitrary Radon probability measure on the circle ir, a
generlization of the classical Cauchy transform is obtained. These projections
are used to prove that each bounded linear operator from a reflexive subspace
of L1 or L1(n)/H1 into H°°(D) admits a bounded extension. These facts lead
to different variants of the cotype-2 inequality for L1 (irj/H1. Applications are
given to absolutely summing operators and the existence of certain bounded
bianalytic functions.
For instance, we derive the Hubert space factorization
of arbitrary bounded linear operators from H°°(D) into its dual without an a
priori approximation hypothesis, thus completing some of the work in [1]. Our
methods give new information about the Fourier coefficients of H°°(D x £>)functions, thus improving a theorem in [6].

0. Introduction.
The results of this paper are related to previous work in [1].
We are mainly concerned with lifting and extension properties, and their applications to absolutely summing operators on the disc algebra, and the existence of
certain bianalytic functions.
One of the problems appearing in this framework is to find analogues of the classical Riesz-projection R satisfying Lp-Lp (1 < p < oo) and L1-Lloc boundedness
properties with respect to given measures. Since these measures are in general not
weights, R itself cannot be used. In §1 it is shown that if A is a positive /^-function
on the circle n, there exists an L'-function Ai > A and an "analytic" projection
satisfying previously considered boundedness properties with respect to the measure Ai dm (m = Haar measure). This fact leads to a conceptual simplification of
methods applied in [1] (see §2) to prove the cotype-2 and Grothendieck properties
of L1 /Hq- A way to formulate the cotype-2 property is that given any sequence
(<pj) of H°°-functions on the unit circle it satisfying the condition || ^ |<Aj|2||oo < 1,
there exists a bounded function $ on f2 x it (fî = Cantor group) which is H°° in
the second variable and satisfies

/ $(e,6)sj de = 4>3(6) for each j

Jit

(denoting the jth Rademacher function by e0). An explicit construction of the
function $ does not seem to be known. This fact means equivalently that if Y is
the subspace of L1(Q) spanned by the Rademacher function and T is any bounded
linear operator from Y into H°°, there exists a linear extension T of T from L1(Q)
into H°°, \\T\\ < const ||T||. We generalize this principle to arbitrary reflexive
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subspaces Y of either L1 (§2) or L1/Hq (§5). The L'-case
the inequality (|| ||. denotes the L1 /i/¿-norm)

const / \\%2lj{u)xj

^ dw > sup^

provides for instance

|(x3,<t>})\,

where (*)j) are independent p-stable variables (1 < p < 2), (x3) is a sequence
in Ll/Hl,
and the supremum is taken over all //^-sequences
(<pj) such that

||£I^IP'II<1(P'

= P/(P-1))-

This fact leads to results concerning (q, l)-summing operators on the disc algebra which were not covered in [1]. They allow us to prove that bounded linear
equators from H°°(D) into any Bariach space which has finite cotype is q-integTal
for some q < oo. As a corollary the protective tensor algebra H°°(D)®Hoc(D)
is
closed in Loo(7r)(e¿0o(7r). Notice that we obtain the //°°-version of U. Haagerup's
theorem on G* algebras (see [3]), although the approximation problem for H°° is
still unsolved at the time this paper was written.
Since bounded operators from L1 /H¿ to H°° correspond to jf7°°-functions on the
bidisc, the Ll/Hq-extension
result permits us to solve some interpolation problems
for bianalytic functions (see §6). In this context these results seem the deepest
obtained so far. The reader will find in §6 some related open questions and the
failure of the so-called (¿p-7rp)-theorem for the bidisc algebra.
Most of this work was done while the author was visiting Mittag-Leffler Institute,
which he thanks for their hospitality. The applications to summing operators arose
partially from discussions with S. Kisliakov and G. Pisier at Paris shortly after.
The reader is referred to [16 and 15] for the theory of absolutely summing and
integral operators and to [2] for the basic 1-variable /P-theory.
1. Existence of certain projections.
If p is a Radon probability measure on
the unit circle tt, let Hp(p) denote the closure in Lp(p) of the analytic polynomials
(0 < p < oo).

Denote

by m the Haar measure

the Lebesgue decomposition
Hp(p) decomposes as

on tt and let dp, = A dm + dps be

of p.. As a consequence of peak-set theory ([1], e.g.),

Hp(p) = Hp(A)®Lp(pa).
In this section we consider projections from Lp(p) onto Hp(p) for 1 < p < oo.
The decomposition mentioned above reduces the problem to the case dp — A dm,
where A is in L\(it).
In [15] the existence of a projection is shown for fixed
1 < p < oo under the additional hypothesis that log A is in Lx(it). If $ is an outer
function with |$| = A1'p (on 7r), such a projection is given by the formula

P(4>)= Q-1R[<S><t>],
where R is the Riesz projection. Clearly this projection depends on p. In fact,
for the questions in which we are interested, it suffices for given A in Ll(it) to
construct good projections with respect to some measure Ai • dm, where A <
Ai and /Ai dm < G/Adm.
Now Ai can be chosen such that A,
satisfies
Muckenhoupt's
Ai-condition
(see [14]) and, taking |$| = A/ , it can be shown
that the projection defined above is p-bounded for all 1 < p < 2 (see [7, §2]).
Several problems relative to the theory of absolutely summing operators on the
disc algebra require in addition the L1(Ai)-Ll00(Ai)
boundedness of the projection. The above operator P does not satisfy this property in general, and the
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purpose of this section is to exhibit such projections.
In [1] the cotype-2 and
Grothendieck properties of Lx/H¿ were proved using operators (at least implicitly) satisfying a weak-type property but with respect to distinct measures. Using
similar methods, the following fact will be shown.

THEOREM l.l. Given A in L\(it), /A = 1, there exist Ai > A, /Ai < G,
and a projection P from L2(A\) onto H2(Ai) which is Lp(Ai)-Lp(A\) bounded
for 1 < p < oo and Ll(Ai)-Ll'°°(Ai)
bounded.
In what follows, //^-functions will always be considered as functions on it. C
will be used to denote various constants. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the
following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1.2.

Assume f in Ll(ir),

/ > 0 and //

r > 1. Then there exist positive scalars (c¿) and H°° -functions

= 1. Fix an integer
(0¿), (t¿) and that

1- ||0¿||oo 2Í ! for each *>'

ME<MIU<C;

3.E,^

= la.e.

Defining F = ^c¿|r¿|,

we have

4. / < F,
5. |t¿|F < Ccx for each i,

6. ||F||i < G,
where C is a constant

depending on r.

The role of the power r will appear
Proposition 1 will be derived from
LEMMA 1.3.

///

is as in Proposition

later.

We assume r > 2 for convenience.

1.2, there are H°°-functions

(<j>i)i=i,2,...

and G in Ll(it) satisfying

M£i4>.r/riioo<G,
3. / < G,
4. EMi\<t>l\3<G,
5. \4n\G < CM1,

6. \\G\UkC,
where M > 2 and C are constants.

•

DEDUCTION OF PROPOSITION 1.2 FROM LEMMA 1.3. We will replace the
functions fa by functions ¿, satisfying (1) and (2) of Lemma 1.3 and

4'. EMÍ^|1/r
5'. |¿,|1/rG

<GG,

< CM1.

If one writes for each i,

4>i= t¡$í

with \9i\ = 1 (on if) and t, in W°°,

then EM'ItíI < CG, and by (5'), (2),

C^G < Y, W2G< C^ M'lr.l.
It follows by taking ct = CM1 (for some G) and F — X3c*lTil that conditions
(4)-(6) of the proposition hold.
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We now show how (4') and (5') are realized. First, expand

i = (J»3r

= $><*>„
t

where
♦t=

X]

a*l,-,isr-I^»l"-^is,-l

tl,...,t3r_l>i

and
l<a.1,...,.3r_1<(3r)!

Defining <// = $¿</>,,clearly |^(| < C\<pt\ and hence (1) and (5) still hold. Moreover,

for each i,

Wi\1/r<Cl£\^\\

,

C = C(r),

and hence, using (4) of (1.3),

thus (4') holds with 4>ireplaced by <p[. (5') is obtained similarly, writing

where

*i =

£
A,.,v_,4 •••<_.»i,...,t,_i<t

1<ft»....,*,-!<H,

and defining <fo= $¿</>¿-Again |<£,|< C|$| and (1), (2) and (4') are valid. Also

l#|1/r < C^2WA,

\fa\1/rG< C^WAG < CM\

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.3. We assume \\f\\oo < oo. The general case then follows
from a standard compactness argument left to the reader. Fix 0 < e < \, let
0 < 6 < 5 and M > 2 be constants to be made precise later, let j satisfy / < MJ,
and let A, = [/ > Ml] for i = 0,1,...,j.

Define inductively

outer functions xpx

with modulus given by

\xP}\= \-(l-e)xA}-

Fori = 0,...,j-l,

m = [l - (l - £)xa,1• [suP{i,.r *|i - V.+il,•••,é-{j-,}|i - Vvl}]-1.
Since
||1 - aelH(loga)||2 < G(||l - q||2 + || loga||2),

H = Hubert transform,
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it followsthat
\\l-rPi\\22<C(loge-l)2\At\
Multiplication

by M' and summation

+C ¿

¿-^fc-Op

_^(|2.

yield

¿M*||l-^t||2<C(log£-1)2X;M«|Al|

+ G^^(¿)

'Mk\\l-xPk\\2.

Thus for 62M large enough, we obtain the estimation

^M*||l-^||2<G(log£-1)2EM«|Al|<C(log£-1)2By construction,

(*)

|í/>¿|< e on A¿ and

|V*111
—V'fcl< ¿fc—*forfc<i.

Define

G = M(l-e)-35]Mt|l-t/,l|3
which clearly satisfies conditions

+ l,

(3) and (6) of the lemma. Take

4>j+i= 1 - V'ji

4>i=rpjipj-i---ipi(l

-tpo),

4>o= xpjxpJ-i---xp0.

Thus (2) and (4) hold. It follows from (*) that for i < fc,
max(h/>,|,|l-T/'fc|)<¿(fc-,)/2.
From this it is easily seen that for any p > 0,

¿|<A,r<2

+ ^6"s/2<GÉ.

i=0

s=0

It remains to verify (5). Fix » = 0,.. .,j —2. Then by (*)
3

|<A,|G<GM1
+G £

^iV.M^+illV'.+îlll-V'fcl3

fc=t+3
i

<CMl + C8~3 ^2

Mk6^k~l)

k=i+3

= CM1 11 + ¿T3^(M63)fc-' J < CM\
if, moreover, 6, M are chosen s.t. ¿3M < 1/2. This condition is compatible
the previous requirement that 62M be large.

with
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We apply to / = A + 1, taking r = 5. Define

AX= F,

P(d>)= Y,OiTtR[Ti<P}.

Clearly Po(<p) = Yl'0*Ti R[Ti<i>}
makes sense (as an L1,00-function) for finite sums
£' and in Ll(n). For 1 < p < oo the Lp(7r)-boundedness of R gives (using (2) and

(5) of Proposition 1.2)

j liWI'Ai < G y £' |t¿| \R\t1<P]\pA1

<CJ2'cx
J \R[rl(p}\p
<cpJ \4>\pJ2^\Til
Thus, for cp in Lp(Ai),

the series defining P converges in Lp(Ai)

and

j\P<P\pAl<cpj\<P\pAi.
It is easily seen that P(<p) is in Hp(Ai) by using the inclusion H°° C Hp(Ai) and
approximation of R by R * Pp (0 < p < 1), where Pp is the Poisson kernel. Also, if

<pis in Hp(Ai), it follows from Proposition 1(3) that P<p = (p.
It follows from the weak-type property of R that if a £ Lx(it) and ß £ L°°(Tf),
then

j\R[ap2\ß\dm<C\\a\\\/2\\ß\\\/2\\ß\\]l2.
Hence, for any w in L°£(if), ||w||oo = 1, again by the conditions

listed in (1.2),

||Po^|1/2a;A1<y'^'|Ti|2|ÄM|1/2wA1

< g^'c, J IäM^kIo; < c£^|M||î/2|Mlî/2,
which by the Cauchy-Schwarz
( r

inequality is dominated
i
Ï xl2 ( í

by
Ï */2

«{/h (X>n)I {/^J .

Specifying w = x\\P0<t>\>x]ithere follows now

IIW)IU».-(Ai)<c/|*|(I^«íM).
If <P£ ¿HAi), then P<p = limPo0 in L1-00^) and ||P^||L,..(Al)
< G||0||L1(Al).
This completes the proof.
REMARKS. 1. The results of this section admit generalizations in the frame of
Dirichlet and log modular algebras. For instance, one may consider the H't'(U)spaces defined using holomorphic Brownian martingales in [19]. On the other
hand, generalized Cauchy projections for the bidisc-algebra A(D2) need not exist
(see remarks at the end).
2. It may be an interesting question to determine for what functions Ai the
conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid, i.e. there exists a projection with the required
properties.
3. Defining Hq(p) as the closure in Lp(p) of the analytic trigonometric polynomials of mean zero, Theorem 1.1 can be restated for //¿"(Ai) (in fact, one need

only replace R by R —f ■dm.
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2. Extension
of operators
defined on reflexive subspaces of L1. Recall
that a normed space Y has type p (1 < p < 2) provided the inequality
|||^£lyî||d£<G(^||yl||p)1/P

holds for all finite sequences (yi) in Y and some constant G (e¿ is the sequence
of Rademacher functions). The smallest C for which the above inequality holds
is denoted TP(Y). Recall also that a linear operator on a Banach space X is p
absolutely summing (0 < p < oo) provided its p-summing norm

7Tp(U)= SUp|(^Hxt)||P)1/P|(^l(xl,x')|P)1/P<l,
is finite.

The Pietsch factorization

u: X —*Y is p-summing

theorem

llx'llx- <l}
(e.g. [16]) states that an operator

if and only if there is a factorization

of the form X —>

C(K) —* Lp(K,p) —>L°°(H) for the operator j o u, where u is a probability
measure, i is an embedding, 6 is the canonical inclusion, and L°°(H) is any space

with Y embedded, j:Y-*

L°°(H).

In the range 1 < p < oo, we want to know later that a p-summing map is called
p-integral if the above factorization holds with L°°(H) replaced by Y**. It is well
known that a subspace Y of Ll is reflexive iff it has type p for some 1 < p < 2. Y
can then be embedded in V for any r < p [17, 11]. This embedding is obtained
by a change of density: There is a nonnegative mean-1 function A such that

(*)

(/(a)'a)

The constant
operator and
from the fact
completeness

^c'/m

iOT^yeY-

C depends on p, r and TP(Y). Denote by i: Y —»L1 the embedding
i* : L°° —»Y* its adjoint. The existence of a change of density follows
that t* is r'-summing and from the Pietsch theorem. We include for
the estimate for the r'-summing norm.

LEMMA 2.1.

Tfr,(i') < CP,TTP(Y) (r'=

r/(r-\)).

PROOF. Suppose (<pj) is a sequence in L°° and (y3) a sequence in Y such that

||X>¿r'||
<1 and ¡£||y;ir<l.
II*—*
Moo
"—^
If (-/j) is a sequence of independent

r-stable variables, we get

£k</>^>i<líE^r)17
= /IIE^h^II * du
II
Hi«/
<tp(y)J (J2\\yAp\i3^)\p)1/P
^.
If (6j) denotes a sequence of p-stable variables, the second factor in the right member

is dominated by

//lEHwhiM^V)! ¿"dp*< j Qr||26U%(u/)r)1/r
dJ < Gp,r.
This proves the lemma.
Denote by q: Ll(n) —*L1 /H¿ the quotient map. The following lifting property

holds.
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PROPOSITION 2.2.

Assume that Y is a reflexive subspace of a space L1(fî).

say Y is of type p > 1. // (yj) is a sequence in Y and (xj) a sequence in L1 /H¿,
there exist Ll(rt)-functions
(fj) such that

Qifj)= x3 f°r each h
and

I llE^'H/j xdw<Cj|Ey¿Mxjdw,
where C depends only on p and TP(Y).
PROOF. First, fixing some 1 < r < p, we may assume the equivalence of the
Ll(U)- and Lr(fi)-norms on Y by changing the density. Further, since there will
be uniform dependence of the constants, only finite sequences must be considered.

Define

1=inîI ISwO*'
)fi

du,

where the infimum is taken over all liftings.

Choose (fj) C Ll(if) realizing 21 and define A in Ll+(ir) by

du.

A = /_1/|E»»/i

Apply Theorem 1.1 to A, giving Ai and the projection P onto Hq(Ai).
outer function $ so that |$| = Ai on jr. Define

Q = Id - P

Take an

(Q annihilates H¿),

^■ = *Q(*-1/i)

for each j.

Since clearly q(f'J) = Xj = q(fj), it follows that

i< ¡Ey^rn,du.
Let Fu, = YlVii^fj

and Gw an L1(7r)-function

satisfying

q(Fu) = q(Gw) for each

w. Take O<a<landO<0<l
such that 1 = Bet+ (1 - B)r. By Holder's
inequality and the fact that Q(<b~lFJ) = Q(<p~1Gu), we get

I<

Gu,)||Li(A,)dw
i-ea

< y ||Q(*-1Gw)||La(Al)
da,}° || HQ^^GJIUr^,) du;J
By the boundedness

IW'GJIU-ía.)

properties

of P,

< C7||Q(#-1GÜJ)|U..-(Al)
< C^CJ»^

= GIIG^IIj

and

IIQ^-'CJII^a,)

= \\Q(*-lFu)\\Lr(Al) < Cr\\*-lFu\\Lr{Al).

Also, by hypothesis,
/l|^1Fw|Ur(Al)du;<{|||Fa,rA}-'-}

r<C/{|ArAl-r|

\
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Collecting these inequalities, we obtain the estimate

/^cjlllGJIxdu,}0/1-00
and hence, by the defintiion of Gw,

7^c/||E^'HxJ|^
proving the proposition.

THEOREM 2.3.
linear operator.

Let Y be as in Proposition 2.2 and letu:Y—> H°° be a bounded

Then u has an extension ü: L1(fî) —►
H°° with ||û|| < G||ti||, where

C depends on p > 1 and TP(Y).
PROOF. Consider the subspace Y&L1 /H1 of L1(U)é>Ll/H¿ on which we define
the linear form y ® x —* (u(y),x).
We claim that the linear form is bounded by
G||u||. Let (¡jj) (resp. (xj)) be a finite sequence in V (resp. L1 /Hq). Take liftings

(fj) in L1(tt) satisfying Proposition 2.2; then

du

>c-lM~lflEfiiWuj)
which proves the claim.
L^oo(fî)

is obtained,

Considering

where

a Hahn-Banach

||£|| < G||u||

extension,

dB

an element

£ in

and

£(w, -)y(u) du = u(y)

for y in Y.

/

The extension ü of u is then defined from £.

REMARKS. 1. For 1 < p < 2, Theorem 2.3 implies in particular that any
operator from a subspace Y of Lp(f2) into H°° extends. This fact is equivalent
to the (ipi, ipi)-property of H°° (cf. [15, §9; and 9]). (A space X has the (tp,7rp)property if every p-summing map on X is p-integral.)
2. Theorem 2.3 does not hold for arbitrary subspaces

instance, L1(Q) = L1^)

Y of L1(fl).

Take, for

and Y = H1. Define u by
oo

u(y)= J2r1y(j)e^e.
3= 1

Then u is bounded by Hardy's theorem, but does not admit an extension.

3. Applications.
First we give the analogue of the cotype-2 inequality for
L1 /H¿, replacing the Rademacher functions by p-stable variables (in fact, we may
consider any sequence in Ll(Q) equivalent to the usual Zp-basis).
COROLLARY 3.1. Denote by (tj) a sequence of independent p-stable variables
on a probability space fi (1 < p < 2). For (xj) a sequence in Ll/H¿,
■_

,

r ,, _

..

. _

CpSup|E<Xj,^)|< / HE'/jHxill du < sup|E(xj. <Pk)
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where the supremum

is taken over all sequences (<pj) in H°° satisfying Y \<Pj\p < 1

and p' = p/(p —1).
PROOF. The left side follows from the lifting property stated in Proposition 2.2.
For the right side, just observe that if f £ L'ffoo(fi) and <j>j= / £(w, -)ij(u) du, then
i/p'|

(Ei^i"')
The next results are consequences

P

^iiíii

of Theorem

2.3 and general operator

ideal

theory.

COROLLARY 3.2.

1. Assume that Y is a reflexive subspace of Ll(U) and

i: Y —►Lx(fi) is the embedding operator. If u £ B(H°°,Y)
and iu is nuclear,
then u is nuclear. Moreover, Ui(u) < Ci/\(iu), where v\ denotes the nuclear norm
and C depends on type and type-constant ofY.

2. If Y is a reflexive quotient of L°°, then T\X(Y,Ll/Hr)) = N(Y,L1/H0).
Related to (1), notice again the example of the identity operator H°° —»H1 and the
embedding i: H1 —»Ll(it). Then iu is integral, but u is not integral.

Corollary 3.1 permits us to extend certain properties of (p, g)-summing operators
on G(-K")-spaces defined on H°°. Recall that a linear operator u between normed
spaces E, F is (p, g)-summing provided that for some constant G and all finite
sequences (x3) in E,

(X;||U(x,)||p)1/P

> Csup^^Kx^x*)!")17";

I'inF,

||x*|| < lj

holds. The smallest constant satisfying the property is denoted 7rP)9(u).
In the sequel, u will be a linear operator from H°° into a Banach space Z. It will

always be possible to assume that Z is finite dimensional and, by local reflexivity,
that the range of adjoint operator u* is contained in L1 /H¿. The next fact was
observed by G. Pisier (private communication).
COROLLARY 3.3.

Ifq>p>2

then nq(u) < CPtqTfp,2(u).

PROOF. If (gt) are 2-stable, we have

for finite sequences (z*) in Z*.
Consider now sequences (<pi) in H°° and (z*) in Z* such that ^ \<px\q< 1 and

H IK*II9'^ 1- If (li) 1Sa ^'-stable sequence, Corollary 3.1 yields

|5>0¿),o|

< c,y |^^m«*(z;)|

du

<c'qifp,2(u)
J feWz-fMu)]"')1' du.
The integral can be evaluated as in Lemma 2.1, using p'-stable
the estimate Cp^p^u)
follows.
In fact, this result has the following improvement (cf. [12]).

variables.

Hence
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If q> p > 2 then ifq(u) < cPtqirp^(u).

From this fact the results on //"^-bilinear forms mentioned in the introduction
will be derived. Of course one can assume p > 2. By Corollary 3.3 it will suffice to
majorize 7rPi2(u). We proceed by the extrapolation method. To avoid problems of
approximation by finite rank operators, however, we proceed on a bounded number
of vectors. For fixed n = 1,2,...,
let irp¿(u) denote the (p, ç)-summing norm of
the operators u:£-«F
with respect to n vectors, i.e. the smallest constant c > 0
satisfying
/

n

\ !/P

E>(*i)H
Vet
/

/

n

\ !/<J

<c suP hTKxi.x-)!«
ll*'ll<lV^Í
/

whenever (xt)"=1 in E. With this notation we have the following analogue to
Corollary 3.3 (we continue to use the '-notation for the conjugate index).

LEMMA 3.5.

Ifp>r>2

then n^r(u)

< cp¡rTfpn¡(u).

PROOF. Again, by Corollary 3.1, Kp,s(u) < Tfpna(u) < CKp,s(u), where Kp,s(u)
is the smallest constant such that
»1/p
(t)
/

2>(«k«:

du < Kp,s(u) E IW
.t=l

for all finite sequences (z*)"=1 in Z*, and (-y¿) is an s'-stable sequence. To estimate
Kp,r(u), consider r'-stable variables (*n) and introduce a Rademacher-average
in
the left member of (t) to obtain the majorization; since p' < r',

Kp,2(u)j (E

ll2;ilP'l^(^)lP')1/P' du < cp,rKp<2(u)(£

||2;||p')1/P',

proving the lemma.
To interpolate, the following fact will be used, whose proof we momentarily
postpone.

LEMMA 3.6.

Fix r > 2. For 6 > 0 there is a constant Cs such that if (<pt) is a

sequence of H°°-functions

satisfying Yl l<fo|2 < 1, there is a decomposition

of each

<pias a sum of H°°-functions (pi = $¿ + (p", where Y2W'\T —°~Tand YLWil—G«PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. Fix 2 < r < p. To estimate Tfpn2(u) consider a
finite sequence (<£,)"_, of //^-functions
satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.6.
Choose 6 > 0 and consider a decomposition as in 3.6. Then

(E h^)iip) 1/Ps (Z>wii)1/p

+ (£ii«(#')iip)1/p

<Ci*J?(tt)+
*»<•>(«)
and, hence,

Thus, by 3.5, it follows that np"2(u) < CTf™{(u)for 6 > 0 small enough. Since n is
arbitrary, this means ifp,2(u) < CirPt\(u).
Lemma 3.6 is a consequence of the following (x stands for indicator function).
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LEMMA 3.7. Assume B < oo and (Ax) are measurable subsets of if satisfying
IIxaJIoo < B. For 6 > 0 there exist H°°-functions r, satisfying:

1. |1 —Ti\ < 6 on Ai for each i.

2- Iktlloo< G for eachi.

3. WElnWloo
<C(B,6).
DEDUCTIONOF 3.6 FROM 3.7. Defining Ax = [|<fo|> <5¿],
it follows from the
hypothesis of 3.6 that || E xa, ||oo < <$f2. Apply 3.7 with 6 replaced by 6\. For each

i define # = fan and #' = fa(\ - rt). Clearly, by (1) and (2) of 3.7, Hß'H«,< C6k

while,by (3)of3.7,|| Y Kl lloo< G(*i).
Consequently, E \(p"\r < C6\~ and it remains to choose ¿i small enough.
The proof of 3.7 is essentially contained in [1] (see §4). It is based on the following
result concerning interpolating sequences in the disc (see [1, Corollary 3.7] and [2]

for basic theory).
LEMMA 3.8.

Given rj > 0 there is a constant M(n) such that if E\,E2,...

is a partition of an n-separated sequence in the disc, there are H°°-functions
xpN satisfying:

,En
tpi,...,

1. xpi(z) = 1 for each z in Et and i = Í,...,N.

2. Halloo< G for each i = l,...,N.

3-IIE Itfcl
lloo<M(n).
The interest of the lemma is that the constant G appearing in (2) does not
depend on r¡. The next reasoning is well known and will therefore be presented

without all of the details (cf. [1, Lemma 4.3]).
PROOF OF 3.7. We proceed by a separation argument in (Ei=i L°°(Ai))oc
(alternatively, a compactness argument could be used). Thus it must be shown
that if for each i = 1,... ,N we take a, in Ll(n) supported on A, and Yl \\ai\\i < 1>
then there exist //^-functions

fa (1 < i' < N) verifying
N | ,

(2) and (3) of 3.7 such that

,

fa <6.

(*)

Fix ¿! > 0. Standard approximation
integral) permit us to write

at - E a*P*

arguments

<¿i||ai||1

(discretization

of the Poisson

(i=l,...,N),

z€E,

where E\,...,

E^ is a partition

of an //-separated

sequence E in the disc and

V —n(b\, B). Consider the functions fa given by 3.8. Then for i = 1,..., N,

\ a%- E «
r

<Si\\(*i\\i,

z€E,

faifa- ZEE,
£ J<¿iG||o:,||i

J

and hence (*) holds for 6\ small enough.

((2),(3)of3.8),
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REMARKThe estimate obtained for C(B,6) in 3.7 is of the form BC1/é (C =
constant). This leads to an exponential dependence of G¿ = C(6) in Lemma 3.6.
One can, however, fix some ¿o and consider functions t° given by 3.7. Fix some
integer v and define r¿ = 1 - (1 - r0)". Then |1 - t»| < ¿o on A„ Hnll«, < Cv and
Il E lTtl lloo < C(6o)CvB.

For appropriate

choices of ¿o and v, one can thus ensure

the conditions:
1'. |1 —Tj| < ¿>on A{\

2'. IM«, < ¿r*;
3'. HEKIIIoo<G¿-KB,

where k > 0 is any arbitrary fixed number.
For 1 < p < oo define now for F = (/i,...,

/w),

mL'JjStffcK+Hrf.
Ml<p<q<oo

and 1 - 6 = p/q, one has, for 0 < <p < B, the interpolation

inequality

ll|P|||,<G^|||F|||p-*|||F|||t.
It is clear from the definition of the 7rp,i-norms that if u: X —>Y is a bounded
linear operator and Y has a finite cotype p > 2 constant, say CP(Y), then 7rPii(u) <
Gp(F)||u||. Combining this remark, Theorem 3.4 and the (ip-tfP) equivalence (1 <
p < oo) for operators defined on H°° (see [5]), the next corollary follows.

COROLLARY 3.9.

If Y is an arbitrary Banach space of cotype p > 2, then

B(H°°,Y)
— Iq(H°°,Y)
whenever q > p. This means that any bounded linear
operator u from H°°(D) to Y factors through some identity L°°(p) —►
LQ(p) for
some Borel probability measure p on the spectrum of H°°. In view of [10], one can
restate the result by saying that any u in B(H°°,Y)
has a bounded linear extension
ü in B(L°°(Tf),Y), considering H°°(D) as subspace of L°°(Tf).
Since L1 /H¿ has the cotype-2 property and if00 identifies with its dual space,
the local reflexivity principle impies that (if00)* also has cotype-2. Hence, since
any operator from an L°° space into a space with cotype-2 is 2-summing.
COROLLARY

3.10.

B^00,^00)*)

=

if2(H°°,(H°°)*)

and,

in particular,

those operators factor through Hubert space. Equivalently, bounded bilinear forms
on H°°(D) are the restrictions of bounded bilinear forms on L°°(Tf).
Let us give some formulations of the latter fact in terms of projective tensor
algebras. If A, B are commutative Banach algebras, the Banach space projective
tensor product A®B again has a natural structure of a commutative Banach algebra
and is called the projective tensor algebra of A and B. More details on this can be
found in [8] and in the introduction of [10].

COROLLARY3.11.

If i denotes the natural imbedding of H°°(D) into L°°(Tf),

then i®i is an isomorphic embedding of the projective tensor algebra H°°(D)®
H°°(D) into L00(7r)®L00(7r). Thus H00(D)<S>H00(D) is a closed subalgebra of
L00^)®!00^).

Notice that Corollary 3.11 is an isomorphic, and not an isometric, result, as
pointed out in [4]. Since the identity map from L0O(7r)®Loo(7r) to the injective
tensor product

L00(7r)®L00(7r) is one-to-one,

(3.11) implies
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COROLLARY 3.12.

The natural map associating to an element of H°°(D)®

H°°(D) a bounded bianalytic function on the bidisc, i.e. an element ofH°°(DxD),
is one-to-one.
Notice that this result would be formal if we knew that H°°(D)
approximation property.

has the bounded

COROLLARY 3.13. If the two-variable function induced by an element ç of
L°°(Tf)®L°°(Tf) belongs to H°°(D x D), then ç is an element of H°°(D)®H°°(D).
More correctly, if (fa), (ga) are sequences in L°°(Tf), E ll/a||oo ■llffalloo < °°> and
E fa(B)ga(ip) is the boundary value of a bounded bianalytic function on D x D,
then there is a representation

E /*(%aW

= £

where Fa,Ga £ H°°(D) and E||Fa||

Fc,(el6)Ga(e*)

for B,xP£n,

||Ga|| < oo.

PROOF. By (3.11), if ç is not in i/00®//00, there is a bilinear form ß on L°°
which annihilates the cross product H°° ® H°° and (ç, ß) / 0. By Grothendieck's
theorem, ß extends to a bounded bilinear form on L2(p) for some probability
measure p on the spectrum of L°°(7r). Using a suitable finite rank orthogonal
projection on L2(p), ß can be replaced by an element ß\ of the cross-product

(L°°)* ® (L°°y annihilating H°° $ H°° such that (ç,/3i) / 0 still holds. From the
reflexivity principle, ß\ may be chosen of the form ß\ = Et ut®vt, with uT,vT in
Ll(if) and either uT _L H°° or vT ± H°° for each r. But, clearly, this contradicts
the assumption that c induces an element of H°°(D x D).

4. Interpolation
inequalities
involving Riesz projections.
Let R- denote
the Riesz-projection on the (strictly) negative integers. The method of proving the
next inequality is related to [6, §4]. However, the exponent B will be important for
our purposes.

PROPOSITION4.1.

If\<p<q

and l/p = B+(l-

B)/q, then

\\R-nP<cu\\{x\\R4<m\-6
holds.
PROOF. Fix A > 0. We truncate
with boundary value
T = aeiH[losa]

(p by multiplication

with the outer function r

where a = (1 V A-1^!)-1.

Thus (p = T(p+ (1 —r)(p and clearly

Ä_W= Ä_M + Ä_[(l-r)Ä_W],
WR-WWr
< GplMlp+ Gp||(l- r)P_[(/»]||p,
IM|p</ ■MI*I<A]
\(P\P
+ Xpm\\(P\
> A];
by Holder's inequality

\\(i-t)r_[(P}\\pp<ij|i_rr/(«-p)|

|y|ä_|0]|«|

.
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Also

|, _ T|w/(fl-p)< G|1 - r|p < Cm\\(P\> A]+ Cp f

log"Ç

•MI*|>A]

A

^GpA-1!!^!^.
Collecting inequalities yields

||ñ_[^]||p<Cp{Ap-1Wi,oo + (A-1||<A||1,oo)1-p/''||P-Hllp}.
Taking

\ = Utí<\\R-[<t>\\\Í
gives the required result.

The proof of 4.1 also gives the following.
COROLLARY4.2.

Let Q be a probability space and cpbe defined omrxQ equipped

with the product measure.

Denote by R_ ' the R--projection

with respect to the first

variable. Then

I|aL1V]IIp<G||<J|aÍ1)MII¿-('.
Taking fi = n, m we have, from the weak-type property of the Riesz projection

COROLLARY
4.3. Define A = {(m,n) in Z x Z; m < 0 and n < 0}.
1. If K is the orthogonal projection

A, that is, K = fi_ <g>
R-,

then for functions

(p On If X 7T,

iiK[</>]iip<G||<ii;r[</>]ii¿-e.
2. Assume Spec (p C A. T/ien

WP<cfinf||0 + /||i) II0IIJ-*,
where the infimum

is taken over functions

f with Spec/

C (Z x Z)\A.

(Spec^>

denotes the spectrum of fa)
Corollary

4.3 can be generalized

Proposition

using the projections

considered

in §1.

4.4. For t = 1,2 consider A, in L\_(if), / A, = 1. Let A\ >

1 + Ai be the L1 -majorant

and Pt the projection

on Hq(Aí)

obtained in Theorem

1.1. Define Q¿ = Id —P¿(i = 1,2). Equip itxit with the measure A\(x) dx A2(y)dy
and let Q = Qi <8>
Q2. Then

||QMHp<G(inf||0+/||1)

\\<P\\q-e,

where again the infimum is taken over functions f with Spec/

C (Z x Z)\A.

PROOF. Taking fi = rr, A2(y) dy in 4.2 and using the weak-type property of Q2,

(t) \\R{-l)\Q2<t>)\\L^(y)dXdy)
< dWl.^rti.^l^lö^Wj^^^.
By the proof of Theorem 1.1, Qi is explicitly given by
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Hence, for <pa function on if x 7r,

Q\cP]= Eöl(x)rt(x)4Äi.1)[rl(x)Q2[<A]],

\Q{<t>]\P
< GE M*)ll(AÍ.1J
x Q2)[rt(x)0]|p.
Continuing with the notations used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it follows from (t)

that

j j \Q[fa\\pÂl(x)Â2(y)
< C^2a H \(Ril)®Ç2)[rl(x)<A]|pÂ2(2/)

^cE^N*)<»Ä(f,**,ii(«i-1)«^)w*wi&WNotice that Spec / c (Z x Z)\A implies

Q[/]=0 = (Aa)®Q2)[/].
By this observation

and the L1(A2)-boundedness

of Q2,

\\Q\<t>WP
<C5:ci||r<(*)(*+ /)C1(Si(t)ib#)||i4(«WfiSl(^.
Since p0 + p(l —0)/ç = 1, Holder's inequality and the fact that Ai = E c¿lr¿lgiye

||Q[0]||p<G||^ + /||fWP(1-e),
thus proving the proposition.
We end this section with some inequalities

involving only Lp (p < 1) and L1,0°.

They will not be applied later on.

Proposition

4.5.

For 0 < p < l we have

\\R-Mp<CpMi/1¡0VlR-m\/2PROOF. Let r be an //"^-function to be defined later. Clearly

Ä_[0] = Ä-H
From Kolmogorov's

(*)

+ (1 - f)R-[</>}
+ R-[(l - t)tR-[<P}}- R.[{l-T)rR.[<k]].
inequality it follows that

\\R-Mp < Cp\\fah +Gp||(l - r)rR.[<P]h+ ||(1 - t)R_\<P]\\p.

Fix a function 0 < u < 1 and define inductively
u0 = u,

Uk+i = |-íí[wfc]| (H = Hubert transform).

If we let Woo = Efclo 2~*Wfc then, by construction,
\H[u00}\<2u00.

Moreover,

lloclla < 2||w||2.
Choose u > a = max(0,log(|0|/A))

and let r be the outer function with boundary

value
r _

e-Uc»-lW[woo]
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" and |1 — r| < 3woo on if. For this choice, (*) becomes

\R-\4>]\\v<Cp{

\fa+ \m[\fa>\]

MI*I<A]

!

(l-p)/p

a\ |l-T|"/l-"J (I-P)IP
||Ä-[0]||i+Gp||Wooe-'-Ä_M||1.
Choosing 0 < 6 < 1, the first term can be estimated by ¿A + (log 1/é)¡|<^»|j
1,00- Fix
a positive integer J. u will be one of the functions 2°<x,21<r,..., 2Jo. Since for any
positive number -y,

¿2V2,1<5,
3=0

an averaging argument shows that, for some choice of u,

Hwooe-'-'-Ä.MIl!
<CJ~l||fi_[0]||i.
Without restriction, we may assume p > 2(1 - p). Thus, by the definition of u, o,

j \l-T\p'l-p

<C j \\-t\2

<C j u2x<C

j u2

<CAJ /><C4JÄ2°..
Collecting the previous inequalities, one gets for any 0 < 6 < 1,

Gp-'llÄ-Mllp< M+ ()ogjj ||<p|li,oo
+ (j-1 + 2J (Ml^y
Take A = Ä""/||d»||i>0o
and «5= K

P)/Pj ||ñ_[0]||,.

', where K is large enough. Thus

C-'IIÄ-Mllp< J||^||i,oo+ J-l\\R-\4>\\\i
and 4.5 follows for an appropriate choice of J.
Again, 4.5 applies to the double-Riesz transform K — fi_ ® R- and yields

COROLLARY4.6.

For 0 < p < 1, \\K[<P\\\P< CP\\<P\\\,2\\K\(P\\\\/2holds.

(4.6) has the following formal consequence.

COROLLARY 4.7.

For functions $ on if x ir,

I|a:MIIi,oo<g||<ai|}/2||k[^]||1/2.
We rely on the following probabilistic

lemma.

LEMMA 4.8. Assume thatX is a random variable on a probability space Q such
that ||X||ii00 < 00. Then there exists an average Y of independent copies of the
symmetrization X„ of X such that, for 0 < p < 1,
Gp

||X||ii00

< ||F||p

< Gp||X||ii00.

The proof is standard. Fix A < 0 and use the fact that ||F||P dominates the
Lp-norm of the square function of independent copies of Ax[|x,|<a]- The number
of copies is of order [|XS| > A]-1. We leave the details to the reader.
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To deduce (4.7), let <p= <p(x,y) be a polynomial on it x if and consider (almost)
independent copies of <pof the form <p(x,y) = <p(n0x,njy), where (nj) is a suitable sequence of positive integers. Observe that K[<p](njX,njy) = K[<pj](x, y). It
remains to combine the left inequality in (4.8) with (4.6).
REMARK. The exponent 1/2 in (4.6) and (4.7) is sharp. To see this, let PT, QT
(0 < r < 1) be the Poisson kernel and conjugate Poisson kernel, respectively. Take
<P= Pr®Pr.

Thus
AK\<b\= (a-Qr®
A simple computation

Qr) + i{Pr ® Qr + Qr ® PT).

shows that (P = m x m)

P[(\QA® IQrl)> (1 - O"1] ~ (1 - r) log(l - r)-1
and, therefore,

II^HIIi.oo^logil-r)-1

while HA-MIU
~ (log(l- r)"1)2-

5. Extension
of operators
defined on reflexive subspaces of Ll /H¿.
this section we use the results of §4 to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 5.1.

In

Assume Y is a reflexive subspace of L1 /Hq of type p > 1 with

constant TP(Y). Then, given a bounded linear operator u from Y into H°°, there
is an extension u, of u to L1/H¿ such that \\ü\\ < G||it||, where the constant C only

depends on p and Tp(Y).
Clearly (5.1) includes (2.3). Since the bounded operators from L1/H¿ into
H°° also corresponds to bounded analytic functions on the bidisc (A(D x D) =

A(D)<giA(D)), Theorem 5.1 has following reformulation:

COROLLARY5.2.
$ in H°°(D

Take Y as in (5.1) and let u £ B(Y, H°°). Then there exists

x D) satisfying

||*|| <C||u||,

u(y)(xP)= l*(B,xP)y(6)d8 (y mY).

Applications of (5.2) will be given in the next section. Let us first recall the
following lifting principle for reflexive subspaces of L1 /Hq (see [1, §2] for the proof).

PROPOSITION 5.3.

Assume Y as in (5.1) and let q: L1 —►
Ll/H¿

tient map. Then there exists a subspace Y of Ll(l)
between Y and Y, and, more precisely,

||p||i<G||9(y)||

be the quo-

such that q\Y is an isomorphism

for y in Y\

where C = C(p,Tp(Y)).
Let y in y be the element corresponding

to y in F (thus q(y) = y). Again take

A = {(m,n) in Z x Z; m < 0, n < 0}. For <pin Lx(ir x if), define

11^11.=
inf 110
+/||i
Sp(/)nA=0
[fftä

( i" H°°(Dx D) and||£||oo< l} •
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Proceeding as in §2, Theorem 5.1 will follow from

PROPOSITION 5.4. Given (yj) in Y and (x3) in L1/Hq, there are functions
(f3) in Ll(if) such that q(fj) = Xj for each j and

(t)

//|£5,W>)/#)|

'»|
dßd1><c\\52xj®:

PROOF. Choose 1 < q < r < p, q~l = B + (1 - B)r~l.
/ A2 = 1 such that

Take A2 in L\(tt),

— \ r

J.
j

(j-

Let / be the infimum of the left member in (t) and (/,-) C Ll(rt) so that

//|X>,-«0/iC)<2I.
Define

Al(B)= r' l\£yM)f3(B)

dxp.

Aply Proposition 4.4 to the pair Ai, A2. For i — 1,2, let 3>, in Hl(D) be an outer
function with |$¿| of boundary

value A¿. For each j define

Since clearly q(fj) = q(f'j),

*//|5>w/>(«)d0di/>.
Analogously, if we let y'^ = *2Q2[*2 lVj\i trien (/(y.,) = q(?/j) and it follows by
construction

(fixing first 6) that

I <

c¡f\Y.mm

dBdxp.

Thus

I < C¡j

\Q[^l(B)<b-l(xP)F\\Al(9)A2(xP)dBdxP,

whereF(9,xP)= EVjWfj^) and Q = Q1® Q2.
Application

of (4.4) gives (with respect to the measure

(Ai x A2) dB dxp on 7r2)

/ < Gii^r1(m2 xWF+f\\î\\*ïl(o)*ïiw,)F\\ir-e
whenever Spec/ C (Z x Z)\A.
Clearly / can be replaced
choice of / proves that

by S»]-1^)*^1^)/

in the first factor.

( r r

\ (i-9)A

/ < CIIFHÎjyy |F(ö,^)rA1(ö)1-'"A2^)1-'-|
Exploiting (t), the second factor is dominated

CIl-eU

f r

by
) (l-»)/r

A1(BYA1(B)1-^\

Therefore, / < G||F||», completeing the proof.

A suitable
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6. Consequences.

Recall that a subset A of Z x Z is a A2-set provided the L1-

and L2-norms are equivalent on polynomials with spectrum contained
The proof of the next fact is immediate from Corollary 5.2.

COROLLARY 6.1.

in A.

Assume that A is a A2-subset of the positive integers and

that (<pk)ke\ îs a sequence of H°°-functions

which is weakly 2-summable,

i.e.

sup£l<M2)l2 <°°Then there exists $ in H°°(D x D) satisfying, for each k in A,

$e(fc)= j*(B,xpyke dB= fa(xP).
COROLLARY6.2.

If (fj)j-o,i,...

operator from H°°(DxD)

is a sequence of Ll-functions on n, then the

into I1 mapping $ into the sequence |($e(j),

fj)\j=o,i,2,...

is boundediff

«

ä/(D/,+m2)1/!<°°-

PROOF. The "if" part is trivial. Denote the Cantor group {1, -1}N by fi and let
Y be the Hilbertian subspace of L}Ll,HlJQ) generated by the functions e-¡;® e_,jff

(j = 0,1,2,...).

Since L1/H¿ and its direct sum in the ^-sense, (L1/Hq) ffii

(L1 /Hq) ©i •• -, are isomorphic as Banach spaces, Corollary 5.2 applies as well to
LjLi /Hi\(ty, which has the same local structure as the ¿^-direct sum. Thus for any

weakly 2-summable sequence (fa) in H°°, there is a function $ in L°°(fi x D x D)
satisfying

$(£, •) is H°°(D x D) for each e in Q,
and

L

$(e, 6, xP)e~i:>6
dBde = fa(xp),

for each j.

iqxd

Hence, for fixed e,

OO I ç ç

£

$(e,0,1>)eij9fj(ip)d6d1>
<c\\*\\

Inserting Ej in the jth term and integrating in £,
OO

£l(/¿,^)l<GWoo.
Taking the supremum of the left-member over suitable (fa) C H°° gives (*).
Next, we have, as a consequence of (6.2), S. Kisliakov's characterization

of the

ll-multipliers on the bidisc-algebra A(D x D) (see [6]).

COROLLARY6.3.
matrix

(amn)o<m,n<oo

The norm of the ll-multiplier on A(D x D) gives by the
is equivalent

to (Em,n

lamn|2)1/2-

PROOF. Fix a sequence en — ±1 and let
OO

fm(4>) = £
m=0

£namne~""/'

for each m.
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Then the operator-norm

of $ —►(($e(m),/m))

ranging in I1 is bounded by the

multiplier norm. By (6.2)
|2

oo

e -in-0
m=0

<C

(|| || = ¿V^o-norm),

n=0

and it remains to integrate with respect to e, after using the weak-type minorization
for the negative Riesz-transform of the L1/ifo"normREMARKS. 1. (6.1)-(6.3) rely only on the weaker version of (5.1) for translationinvariant Y. In this setting one could in fact even impose on the bianalytic functions
$ the additional condition that for fixed fa <&(B,xp)has a uniformly convergent
Fourier series in 6.
2. There are many problems related to the results we discussed before.
It is not known to what extent the Banach space properties of A(D) generalize
to A(D x D). One may ask the questions:

PROBLEM 1. (a) Does A(D x D)* have cotype-2?
(b) Does A(D x D)* have finite cotype-9? Thus

i\ \^3f3\lde>c(j2\\f}\\iy/Q
for all finite sequences (fj), where

U/H. =

sup

\(faf)\

for/onTTXTT.

<t>€A(D2)
H\\oo<l

(5.2) answers (a) affirmatively if one restricts to A(D x D)*-elements of the form
E(xq ® Va), where xa £ A(D)* and ya is taken in a fixed reflexive subspace of

A(D)'. '
The constant appearing in the inequality depends (a priori) on the type and the
type-constant of this reflexive space.
Despite the fact that ií_ ® ñ_ has no regularity with respect to the Ll(ir x n)norm, certain results for the bidisc-algebra could be obtained from the interpolation
inequalities given in §4. Inequalities of this nature do not seem to be known for the
3-fold projection Ä_ ® i?_ ® fi_. The problem of whether or not the analogue to
Kisliakov's theorem on ^-multipliers holds for A(D3) is open. Thus

PROBLEM 2. (a) Define K = ß_ ® R- ® R-. Is there an analogue of (4.3),
(4.6) and (4.7)? Does there exist O<p<<j<ooand0>O
such that ||Ä"[/]||P <

G||/||?||/r[/]||¿-*?
(b) Let (afc,iim)fc,i,m>o be a positive matrix

such that

^2ak,i,m\<P(k, 1, m)| <

G||0||oo holds for <pin A(D3). Is it true that Eafc,i,m < °°?
Obviously, any affirmative version of (a) implies (b).
3. If X is a Banach space and 1 < p < oo, one defines kp(X) — sup(ip(u)/7rp(u)),
i.e. the ratio of the p-integral to the p-summing norm, where the supremum is taken
over all linear operators u from X into an arbitrary Banach space. If X = A(D)

or X = H°°(D), it is known that kp(X) < Cp2/(p - 1). The reader will find
an exposition and applications of these results in [16]. In fact, this estimate on
kp(X) for X = A(D) is also a corollary to the projection theorem presented in
§1. Our purpose here is to prove that if X = A(D)2, then kp(X) = oo whenever
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p t¿ 2. Of course, this implies the nonexistence of generalized Riesz operators for
the polydisc-algebras in more than one variable. In particular, Theorem 1.1 will not
generalize to algebras of more than one variable. The technique described below
permits us to disprove the ip-7rp property (p ^ 2) for the ball-algebras A(Bn),
m > 1. Details for the ball-algebra will appear elsewhere. Our argument shows the
existence of an Lx-function A on 7r2 such that the natural map A(D2) —»Hp(A-do)
(o = Haar measure on 7r2) is not p-integral whenever p ^ 2.
The first observation is
LEMMA 6.4. Assume X is a linear subspace of a C(K)-space (K = compact)
and kp(X) < oo, where p is some value in [1, oo[. Let e > 0 and (fa)™=l a sequence

in the unit ball of X such that the sets [\fa\ > e\ = {t £ K\ \fa;(t)\ > e} are mutually
disjoint. Then there exists a decomposition fa = fa + tp", fa and fa- inX, satisfying

(i) Halloo< 3M*)nmax(2,prt£>
(n)IIEI<A;'|||oo<3M^)nmax(2'p'rI.
PROOF. Denote by A and B the respective numbers in (i) and (ii). If (fa) does
not decompose, then either

(1)

max\fa - xpj\Hoc> A or

£

>B

l^j

whenever <f = (xpi,... ,xpn) is an n-sequence in X. A separation
the existence of a probability measure p on k satisfying

(2)

argument

shows

| max\fa - fa\ ||Li(m)
> A/2 and ||E I^jIIILHti)
, > B/2.

The details are standard and left to the reader. Consider the case p > 2 (the case
p < 2 is similar). By hypothesis there is thus a probability measure v on K and an
operator T, ||T|| < kp(X), factoring

Xp(p)

X

I
C(K)

Lp(u)

where Xp(p) is the closure of X in Lp(p) and the maps other than T are identity
maps. This is, of course, the Pietsch theorem from above. Clearly (2) remains
valid for systems * = (xpi,... ,xpn) where xpj £ Xp(p). Define xp} = T(a3), where

a,*3 - 4>3X[\<t>,\>e\
(1 < j < n). Then

|| max\fa - Vj||U'(f»)<

i?
\LP(n)

Elirai

< l|T||

1/P

i/p
(E^-^ip)

LP(u)

and hence is dominated by /cp(X)n1/pe.
On the other hand, by the square function property

IEWIILHu) ^

1/2

<nl'2\\T

(Ei^)i2)

LP(M)

1/21

(EKI2)

< n1/2kp(X)
\Lp(v)
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of (2) results. This proves

the lemma.
The key observation

LEMMA 6.5.

is the following property.

There exists for each e > 0 and n = 1,2,...

a system (tpj)"=l

in the unit ball of A(D2) such that {x £ 7r2| |<£j(x)| > e} are disjoint subsets
of if2, while || E IV'j'Illoo > cne whenever (xpj)f=l in A(D2) is an approximation
W&j~ "0J|| < c (1 < j < n) (c a positive numerical constant).
Momentarily postponing the proof, we show how the lemmas give the required
conclusion, i.e. the (ip,7rp) failure of A(D2) for any p ^ 2. Fix p ^ 2 and choose

£=±cfcpp0_1"~max(2'p)~\

where c is the constant appearing in (6.5). Apply (6.4) to the sequence (fa)"'=l
given by (6.5). Hence, a decompostiion <pj— fa + </>''in A(D2) is obtained, where
<p'j,4>"satisfy (i), (ii) of (6.1). Hence ||<^-||oo < c, implying (fa = <p'-)
3fcp(X)nmax(2'p'r'

> c2nifcp(X)-1n-max(2'p)'1,

fcp(X)2 > (c2/12)n^2-m^p'p^1.
By letting n tend to infinity, the finiteness of kp(X) is contradicted.
The proof of Lemma 6.5 uses the spaces of homogeneous polynomials Pn —
[zi\vN~i\j = 0,1,...,N]
on D2. The fa of (6.2) will be homogeneous polynomials
of degree Nj. We claim that it suffices to consider only systems (xpj)™_x, where
xpj £ P^j for each j = 1,... , n. Indeed, the conditions \\faj —xpj\\oo < c (1 < j < n)
and || EJ=i IV'jl lloo < c in £ satisfied by some system (xpj) in A(D2) are preserved

if xpj is replaced by xpj £ P^}, defined by
1

f2*

^■(a,w) = T- /

fa(etez,eiew)e-lN>ed6.

27TJo
This reduces (6.5) to the following problem.
LEMMA 6.6.
There is a sequence (p_,)"=1 of analytic trigonometric polynomials
of degree Nj such that the sets {B £ n\ \pj(B)\ > e} are mutually disjoint and
IIE>=i \Qj\ lloo > c in £ whenever (¡7j)™=1 is a sequence of analytic polynomials
satisfying \\pj - qj\\oo < c and degree(qj) < degree(pj)
(1 < j < n).

The reduction is carried out by restricting, for example, fa. to 7r x it and writing
Ni

fa(z,w) = w»*E c" (¿)

k

s »"'Pi {~) '

fc=0

We outline the proof, which is rather elementary. Let us agree to call an analytic
trigonometric polynomial on i a polynomial and use the notation d( ) for the
degree. We use

LEMMA 6.7. There exists a polynomial p, \\p\\oo = 1 and p(0) = 0, and an
interval I in if such that \\p\ < e] C I, and for each B £ \<j,27r] there is a measure
p £ M(if\I) satisfying \\p\\ < 6e_1 and p(j) = elj9 for j = 0,1,... ,d(p) + 1.
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PROOF.

The existence of the measure will be ensured by the property

||g||r,oo(,r\/)

> (e/6)||g||oo if d(ç) < d(p) + 1. For each integer TVdefine
a{N,e)

= sup{a

> 0| ||p||Loo(7re[_QiQ]) > e||p||oo if d(p) < TV, p(0) = 0}.

Of course a(N,e) —*0 for TV—►
oo and TVcan be chosen with a(TV, e) = o(e). p
is a minimizing polynomial of degree TV, and / some interval of length 2a. The
required property is easily seen to hold.
PROOF OF 6.6. Let p and J be as in (6.7). Consider a (nonanalytic) polynomial
t satisfying ||t||oo = 1, |1 - t| < 7 on 7r \ J and |r| < 7 if |p| > 2e, 7 = 7(71) being
some small number.

Then define

Pi(B)=p(B),
P2(B) = r(B)p(k1B),
p3(B) = T(B)T(kl6)p(k26),

Pn(B) = T(B)-T(kn-26)p(kn-lB),
where (kt) is an increasing sequence constructed inductively. In particular, it can
be chosen such that the pt are analytic, and d(pt) < fct-i(d(p) + 1/2). Clearly
||pt||oo < 1 and [|pt| > 2e] c [|7-(/ct—iö)| < 7], making the sets [|pt| > 2e] disjoint.
Fix a sequence of polynomials (gt)™=1, d(qt) < d(pt) and ||pt — qt||oo < 1/10.
We exhibit a point where El?t| 's huge, using an argument of successive small
perturbations.
Assume that 6t £ [0,2îr[ was defined and the conditions

(1)

\qs(Bt)\ > e/10

(s = l,...,i),

\l-T(k,-1Bt)\<1

satisfied. Since pt+i(B) = Y\s<t T(ksB)p(ktB) and fct is large, we may essentially assume (1) valid for a point Bt that satisfies, moreover, p(kt6t) « 1. Thus |pt+i(0t)| «
1, hence |(jt+i(öt)| > 4/5. Consider (see (6.4)) a measure p on 7r, ||p|| < 6e_1, p
supported by [|1 - r| < 7] and p(j) = e,jfclöt for j = 0,1,..., d(p) + 1. Define pi

by pi(ktj) —p(j), Pi(k) —0 otherwise. Let 0 = pi * F, where

F(0) £
is the ôftranslate

kt kie»j(»«+«)
kt

of the fct-Fejer kernel. One then obtains ||i/|| =

6e_1 and suppig = supppi[|l

û(j) = e1^'
Let v(B) = 2"R(1 + el^~e^)R,

IpiII= IIpII
<

- r(ktB)\ < 7],

for j = 0,1,...,

(d(p) + l)kt.

where R < \kt. Since

à(qt+iv) < kt(d(p) + I) + \kt = kt(d(p) + 1),
we have
INt+i||L°°(|i-T(fc,0)|<-,)

> ||w9t+i|U»(8uppi/) - c / ^t+idf

= |l9t+i(«.)|,

implying the existence of a point 6t+i so that

(2)

\v(6t+1)qt+1(Bt+1)\ > 2e/15,

|1 - t(Mí+i)|

< 7-
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Since |1 + et(et+1_e,)| > 2(e/10)1/ñ, R large with respect to fci,...,fc_i,

öt+1 is

sufficiently close to Bt to preserve (1) and, in addition, (2) yields the properties for
s = i + l.
The point 6n obtained

at the end verifies

El9t(0n)|>^.
t=l
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